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Welcome to the first issue of IRSE News 
in 2019. As last year drew to a close, 
two stand out events took my attention. 
The publication of the UK Rail Accident 
Investigation Branch report into the very 
serious incident at Waterloo station in 
August 2017 highlighted several instances 
of poor working practice (see page 7). For 
me this underlines the important role we 
as an Institution must play in addressing 
these crucial issues around competency, 
professional development and ethics 
to drive up industry standards through 
professional registration, membership 
and of course licensing and encouraging 
more communications and signalling 
engineers to adopt the Institution as a 
route to promote their professionalism. 

Then later in November, a group of 
Members and I had the honour of 
representing our Institution at a special 
multi-faith service at Westminster Abbey 
in London to celebrate the engineering 
profession and its work in inspiring the 
next generation (see page 25). Sitting 
in that iconic abbey where world 

famous engineers Thomas Telford and 
Robert Stephenson are buried, it made 
me think about the legacy our members 
will leave behind. In years to come 
people will look back and recognise 
the significant contribution that railway 
signal engineers, ‘led the way in digital 
signalling’ helping to achieve safe and 
efficient rail transport for generations 
into the future.’

The year ahead will be another busy one 
for our Institution. We have ambitious 
plans to raise our external profile 
worldwide. The 2019 ASPECT conference 
to be held in Delft in October will provide 
a perfect platform to showcase the 
very best in technical excellence and 
demonstrate the enormous benefits 
that membership of our organisation 
can bring. Read more about our 
plans for the IRSE beyond 2020 in my 
interview on page 17.

Blane Judd
Chief Executive, IRSE
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This year the 10th ASPECT international 
conference organised by the IRSE will 
be hosted in the town of Delft and the 
Delft University of Technology in the 
Netherlands. The conference provides 
an opportunity for learning and the 
exchange of knowledge in the fields of 
train control, railway communications 
and related disciplines. 

Our front cover shows the new 
Intercity train (type ICNG or ‘Intercity 
Nieuwe Generatie’) for Dutch train 
operator NS. The 200 km/h EMU is 

part of Alstom’s new ‘Coradia Stream‘ 
platform and 49x 5-car and 30x 
8-car trains have been ordered for 
introduction from 2021. 

The trains will be equipped with 
WiFi, LED lighting, a dynamic real 
time passenger information system, 
and security cameras for increased 
passenger and crew safety. The trains 
will also feature ATB and ERTMS train 
control systems, and will be able 
to operate on both 25 kV AC and 
1.5 kV DC routes.
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Happy New Year from all the Signet Solutions Team! 
We hope 2019 is a prosperous year for you all. How about a 

fresh start or expanding your existing knowledge? We have the 
course that’s just right for you! Check out our website or call 

today and book now for the new year!
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